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Special Agents

Special agents in the NPF are the equivalent to detectives on a much larger scale. Agents are specialized
officers trained to perform the investigatory measures of detectives, The upholding of the imperiums
laws not unlike field grade officers, And participate in the intense and dangerous raids and operations of
the DTR team but with a wider scope beyond the concept of stationary precincts.

Agents are stationed on a planet and often base themselves within the office of the planetary
commissioner and are tasked with crimes too high profile and intricate to leave in the supervision of beat
cops and door kickers. Being based within the planetary commissioners officer allows the special agents
to have their fingers on the pulse of the imperium, And knowing events and situations before they even
travel down the chain to its designated district allowing them to profile and act on sensitive situations
before they have the time to become corrupted by misinformation or foul play down the line.

Special agents use this information to take down high profile criminals and organizations that would
otherwise evade or corrupt any police presence tasked with apprehending them. Even well beyond the
borders of the planet they are stationed, Working with NPF officers and other agents around the
imperium as a whole to track down and apprehend suspects and criminals. And even working with
military organisations like the IPG or with the police forces of other governments that provide extradition
to the criminals of the imperium who thought themselves out of its reach.

Training

Special Agents are often recruited from veteran detectives and retired military personnel1). Agents are
exclusively trained at a privately academy on the edge of Funy City, Adjacent to the headquarters of the
NPF.

Agent Trainees spend a seven week program where the agents are given a refresher course and trained
in a wide range of disciplines including:

Firearms and ammunition identification
Firearms trafficking
Report writing
Interviewing techniques
Investigations
Firearms and tactical training
Undercover operations
Physical training
Legal Issues
Field Operation.

Special Agent Basic Training is designed to fill all the gaps in training an officer might not have met
during their career. Agents if not having already reached the rank in their previous career are promoted
to veteran sergeant status at a minimum and are given a pay raise And are stationed on the planet or
station of their choice.
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OOC Notes

This page was originally created on 2018/06/10 15:48 by Charmaylarg.

1)

Low-Grade Beat-Cops often dont meet the requirements to become agents
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